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Abstract 

iz method to determine longitudinal pressure profiles in the 
presence of pumps and out.ga.ssing elements in conduct,ance 
limited vacuum systems by a transfer matrix formalism is 
discussed. The algorithm is capable of dealing with mul- 
tiple connect,ed vacuum systems. An implementation of 
this method in the computer codes VAKTRAK and VAK- 
LOOP is briefly described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The longitudinal pressure profile P(z) in a conduction lim- 
it,ed vacuuln syst,em obeys t,he following 1inea.r differential 
cqua.ttion in t,he presence of pumps aud out8gassing ele- 
IlleILtk [l] 

where the symbols are explained in table 1. We stress that 
t,he presented method is only applicable in the molecular 
flow regime, where the mean free path of the molecules is 
much larger than t,he dimensions of the pipes and manifolds 
such that the viscosity of the gas is negligible. 

Under the assumption that the specific conductance c, 
the specific pumping speed s, and the specific outgassing 
rate q are piecewise constant,, equation 1 is an ordinary 
differential equation with (piecewise) constant coefficients. 
Thus it, can be solved by the method of transfer matrices.’ 
The genera1 transfer matrix can be easily found from the 
su ni of homogeneous and inhomogeneous solution of ecj. 1, 
iiamely 

Q P(z) = CleaZ + C2emaz + ; (2) 

with LY = m. Solving for initial conditions we obtain 
a transfer matrix R for the pressure P and the gas flow 
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Tab 
Quantity 

: 
t 
c 
s 

l 
L 

le 

~ 

1: Definitio 
Units 
[Torr] 

t’;” “s1 111 

[ml/s] 

[l/s nil 
[Torr l/s m] 

t”? m 

s of symbols used. 
Explanation 
pressure 
gas flow 
lo~q$tutlinal posit.iou 
specific coutluctance 
linear pumj)ing spt~d 
specific out.gassiug rak 
iutegra2ted pumj) speed 
elenleiit, length 

Q = -c dP/dz, assempletl in a state vect,or (P, Q, 1) which 
reads 

RII = COSll( &FL) 

I, sinli( mL) 
RI2 = -- 

(’ fir, 

‘IL2 coslt( fiL) - 1 
RIZ = -c 

(s/c)LX 

R21 = -cfisinli( flL) 

R22 = cosh(,/&L) 

R23 = qL 
sinh( fiL) 

R33 = I > &I = R;<? = I) 

(3) 

From eq. 3 we cau now d~duc(~ sprcin.1 cases for rlrmruts 
which do only outgassing or pumping. A piece of bear11 line 
which neither pumps or outgassrs is given by rq. Z iu t,he 
limit q + 0 and s --+ 0. A long pump is giveu by q --+ 0. A 
very short pump can be described by eq. 3 wit,h L - 0 but 
constant integrated pump strength S = sL. The transfer 
matrix of a long outgassing element, is given by eq. 3 in t,lie 
limit of s ---+ 0. 

Given the transfer matrices it is possil)le to ~r,c~c,k a givcu 
pressure profile through a ~W/C~III~I~ ln~licf, if t,he initial val- 
ues PO and Qo are k11ow11. Auotller opt,ion is to find t,hr 
iuit,ial valllrts under 1,111, assllm1)tion of periotlicit,y, i.e., if 
one considers a sequeucr of eq11a1 WCY~~/?/~ ~11.~. Givru a 
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Figure 1: Lonyzludln.al Pressure Profile 

One has to keep in lnind t,hat, this mrthod is nunlrri- 
tally touchy and the calculation of the solut,ion for very 
long vacuum lattices is numerically unst.able. so t.he IISH 
must be careful in interpreting t.he out,put,. This problem 
is alleviated as far as possible by using REAL*16 varial)lrs 
in internal calculations. It, should be not,etl t,hat, t,llis proI)- 
tern mainly arises in syst,cms with large primps aiid small 
conductance, i.e. syst,ems, which are physically not wcall 
designed. 

The bean-gas scatt,eriug lifet,ime in a st,oragr ring is tlr- 
termined by the average of t,he pressure and the beta futlc- 
tion over t,he circumference of the ring [5]. VAKTRAIi 
provides the option to specify a ma.gnrt. l;~i.t.ice in TRANS- 
PORT style input [a]. This file is read and the periodic 
solution for the beta funct.ions is determi~~t~cl. Then the av- 
erages of /3, P, and /5’P are calculat8etl and tlisplayrd. Usil~g 
this routine it, is easy t,o optimize the placement. of I~umI~s 
in a vacuum system, and taking t,he tlrt.ailrtl l,rhavior of 
the beta funct,ions into accollnt.. 

ciiniulat,ive transfer mat,rix M t,lirough a vacuum st.ructure 

III. MULTIPLE CONNECTED 
VACUUM SYSTEMS 

where MiJ = Mit for i, j = 1, 2 and v, = IG~, for i = 1, 2, 
t,lic periodic solution & is given by 

F” = (1 - M)-‘v’ , (5) 

where pc stands for t,he vect#or (PO, Qo). 
Observe that a transfer matrix represents two equations 

t,liat, relat,t~ t.wo component,s of t,he input vilctor ii,, to t,wo 
corrlponent,s of the vect,or at, the end of the vacuum beam 
lint:. By specifying two of the four values the system can 
be solved for the other t,wo. In this way more general 
boundary conditions can be taken into account. 

As an example consider a synchrotron radiation beam 
line. At8 one end it is linked to the storage ring which can 
IW assumed t,o be held at constant pressure and at the 
ot,hrr end it is closed off, such t,hat the gas flow is zero. If 
the vacuum components in the beam line are specified the 
system can he solved for the incoming gas flow from the 
st.oragr, ring and the pressure at, the closed off end. 

II. VAKTRAK 

The code VAKTRAK contains an implementation of t,he 
Irlatrices given by eq. 3. It first reads an input file that 
contains thr sequence of elements and their correspond- 
ing properties like length, conductance, pump speed and 
ontgassiug rate and construct,s t,he transfer matrices. The 
code t,hen prompts for the boundary condit,ions and con- 
tinues t.o calculat,e the pressure profile and the gas flow. 
Fmally it writes a TOPDRt\W [3] file t,hat, displays the 
vacuum lattice, the pressure profile, and the gas flow as 
shown in fig. 1. The details of operating VAKTRAK arc 
explained in ref. 4. 

So far we are dealing with single srg~nwts of beam Iinca. 
Using periodic boundary conditions is ectuivalrnt, t,o eit,llrAr 
an infinit,e array of such segment,s or a circular srgmrnt,. In 
order to take more complex geomet,rirs iut.o account. such 
as pump manifolds conuc~ctrd to beam pipes at varinlls 
locations, we have t,o geilel~alizr tll(J colicept. of perioclic 
boundary condit,ions. 

This generalizatlion is bast~l on Kirrhhoff-like ~1~s for 
vacuum syst.ems [7,8] They arc based on t,he ol)servat.iou 
that in vacuum systems tllc, prc’ssllrr plays t,hr sa.me role 
as the voltage in electric circuit,s and t,lrta gas flow IWII~VIY 
analogously to the rurrrnt.. Using these obsrrvat,ions we 
can state two rules: 

1. t,he sum of ga.s flows into a node is zero, 

2. the sum of pressure diff~~rrnrt~s around a rlosrtl loop 
is zero. 

These rules now t,ake thr I)lace of periodic bouutlary cou- 
ditions. 

A further complica.t.ioll arises from thr numbrr of uu- 
knowns we hali’ t,o solve for. For our purposes we choose> 
the pressure at each of t,lir II notics and t.hr ga.s flows ilLt,o 
and out of a link. In this way we have t,o deal wit,h 1~ + 21 
unknowns, where 1 is t,he number of links. Now we havr to 
find the same number of relat,ions among t,lre unknowns ill 
order t,o find the systems c~clllilibriurn configuration. 

The first of the above rules relat,es t,he fluxes flowiug into 
and out, of each notlr, t,llllb yic’ltliug II rqllat.ions ;1111oug t.hcJ 
unknowns. The second r11le allows us t.o 11s~ the t.ransfor 
matrices for each of t,llt, links j t.o relate t.hr pressllrr at 
the starting node of a link P, anrl t,hr gas flow illt,o t.llat 
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link Qsj to the pressure of the ending node of link P, and 
the gas flow out, of the link Qe3 according to 

( ;Ij ) = ( ;i: 3: ) ( Zj ) + ( j ) (6) 
In t,his way we obtain 21 more equations for a total of n+21 
linear equations among the pressures at the nodes and gas 
flows into and out of the links. The solution of this system 
is a simply accomplished by any routine that, solves lin- 
ear equations, e.g., t,hose using a Gauss-Jordan algorithm. 
One should, however, pay att,ention to numerical instabili- 
ties: because the transfer mat,rix elements can become very 
large. The cure is to use t,he highest available precision on 
the computer implement,at,ion. 

The described algorithm is implemented in the code 
VAKLOOP, which reads an input, file that contains the 
segments (links) element, by element just as VAKTRAK 
does with t,he exception that, t,he segments are separated by 
input, lines that, specify the starting and ending node of t,he 
following segment VAKLOOP t,hen calculates t,lre transfer 
matrices for each segment and sets up the linear equations 
as described in the previous section and solves them. Fur- 
thermore t,he code generates plot,s like those shown in fig. 1 
for each of t#he segments. Aft,er t,he calculation is done a 
few consistency checks are performed (also needed for ac- 
curacy) t,o t,est whether t,he solution actually solves t,he 
linear system. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We present,etl a met,hod to calculat,e longitudinal pressure 
profiles in very general conduction limited vacuum net- 
works. The method is implemented in computer codes 
which allow fast and simple evaluation of the pressure in 
such systems. 

This method is closely relat,ed to a mat,rix formalism 
t,reating charged particle beams in magnetic systems. The 
pressure takes the role of the transverse position z and the 
gas flow that of the angle I’. Some of the transfer matrices 
discussed in the second section of this note can be directly 
identified with magnetic elements. Pressing this analogy 
a littIle further we can identify vacuum gauges with beam 
position monitors. It needs to be investigated in the future 
whetlher this can be used to determine the position of leaks 
in vacuum systems. 

In this note the pumps are assumed to be linear (S = 
Q/P). However, this restriction can easily overcome. The 
equations in this case will become weakly nonlinear, but 
can still be solved iteratively [2]. 

Furthermore, the codes currently deal with one gas at a 
time and the pressures are partial pressures for that gas. It 
is easy, at the expense of a lot of bookkeeping, to improve 
i,he codes to allow to deal with different pressures at, the 
same time. 
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